
Platinum BX Series
Cushion & Pneumatic Tire / 4-Wheel AC Powered Models

3,000 - 8,000 LB. CAPACITY CUSHION MODELS

3,000 - 5,000 LB. CAPACITY PNEUMATIC MODELS
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Experience.
The Difference.
Nissan Forklift has succeeded in building a solid reputation for reliability and outstanding value
that remains unmatched in our industry. This could only be achieved by consistently producing
quality products and providing dependable support. Over the years, Nissan customers have 
benefited from our significant experience in designing solutions that incorporate the latest 
technology available. Nissan’s Platinum BX Series is no exception.

Powerful, yet energy efficient, Nissan’s newest 100% AC series line up offers incredibly fast travel
and lift speeds, with plenty of features to help conserve power or maximize productivity between
battery charges. With AC controlled brushless pump and drive motors, these lift trucks have
fewer serviceable parts and longer service intervals, resulting in lower operating expenses and
higher productivity. 

Nissan’s Platinum BX Series was designed with your requirements in mind. Choose from three
pre-set performance modes or create up to five individualized program settings, to provide each
operator with a customized driving experience that’s based on skill level or load handling 
conditions.

Discover what Nissan Forklift’s Platinum BX Series has to offer your operation.
Nissan experience. It’s the difference.
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With clear communication through an integrated

LCD panel readout and keypad, operators and

service technicians can intuitively identify with

and respond to changes in truck status, all

without the use of a separate handset tool. 

To enhance security, a password entry feature

enables up to five pre-set performance programs to be 

created depending upon application conditions. Its self-diagnostic

system helps to reduce downtime for faster maintenance in the event of 

a malfunction. 

Packed with advanced technologies, like a robust all-AC 

powered system which consists of Nissan’s AC-TECH 

controller and powerful AC drive and pump motors, Nissan’s

Platinum BX Series represents a progressive evolution of the

electric-powered forklift.
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Multi-Function LCD Monitor
The instrument panel on the BX
Series has an integrated design
that offers the same layout and
functionality of its three-wheel
partner, the TX Series. Its readout
includes a battery discharge 
display, warning indicators and an
hour meter that incorporates four
different operational modes. Its
intuitive design makes it simple to
program settings and perform
maintenance-type functions.

Experience. Comfort.

Foot Parking Brake
A foot-activated 
parking brake is 
conveniently located,
while its carefully
designed hand
release helps ensure
easier operation. An
indicator on the dash
display informs the
operator when the
parking brake has
been engaged.

Once inside the BX Series, it’s obvious that the

objective in the planning and design of the 

compartment was to produce a relaxed, stress-

free environment for the operator. And despite

the many activities which occur throughout a

shift, concentration on the job that’s supported by

low noise levels, is important for driver comfort. 
Li
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Tilt lock 

Offering an Added Level of Confidence
A Mast-Lock system helps prevent unintentional mast and fork
movement once the operator leaves the seat. Also included within
the BX Series’ Safety System are return-to-neutral and Nissan’s
own cushioned-stability control. Its controlled rollback helps 
maintain a slow, consistent reverse speed if the operator should
release the accelerator while on an incline, and its warning
buzzer* alarms if the parking brake is not engaged before the
operator exits the truck and/or if the seatbelt is unfastened* while
the power is on.

*A three-second delay occurs prior to activation of seat-actuated
operator warnings.
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The BX also includes a sculpted restraint seat

with full suspension to minimize rough or

uneven driving surfaces.

Even its ergonomically placed controls and

generous leg, foot, and headroom will appeal to

operators of nearly any size. With a lowered

front cowl and small-diameter tilt steering

wheel, the ideal driving position for a comfort fit

and enhanced fork tip visibility is achieved.

Cushioned Stability Control
A Nissan exclusive, CSC is a maintenance-free feature
which helps provide increased operator confidence
while turning. Its simple construction means greater 
reliability.

Control Levers 
Small, automotive-style control levers provide a more
comfortable, fluid motion for turn signal activation and
directional change.

Rubber dampers provide added 
stability and easier handling

Features for Operating Ease 
The BX Series offers plenty of conveniences to keep the operator comfortable and more 
productive, including an on-demand, hydraulic powered steering system that is more 
responsive to driver commands. Operating ease is further enhanced by the BX Series’
automatic programmable deceleration feature, activated when the driver lifts his foot from
the accelerator pedal or during plugging.
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Nissan’s Platinum BX Series is ready to take

center stage in the future of load handling

operations. Powered by a Hitachi AC drive

motor and controller system, this 100% AC

system provides amazing per-charge operat-

ing hours while delivering class-leading per-

formance in travel and lift speeds, as well as

offering superb handling and maneuverability.

Durable Mast Construction
Nearly all of the BX Series’ masts are Nissan engineered and 
manufactured. Their durable construction uses a flat-faced design for
exceptional capacity retention, while rolled steel channels and rugged
cross sections mean reduced mast flare during loading and unloading
operations.

Platinum BXP Pneumatic Model Line-Up
For operations that include a more rugged “terrain,”
Nissan’s BX Series includes pneumatic models rang-
ing from 3,000 to 5,000 lb. capacities.

Faster Travel Speeds
Thanks to a new AC motor and controller system, the BX Series’
maximum travel speeds have been greatly improved to impressive
levels.
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Longer Operating Hours
Greater battery efficiencies mean extended lift truck performance
for your operation. Besides its five regenerative functions, other
features on the BX Series also help prolong each shift, including
its on-demand power steering with load sensor and an Auto-
Power Off feature that automatically cuts out power if the truck
isn’t operated within a pre-set length of time. (Can be set from 1 to
60 minutes.)

With the BX Series’ AC hydraulic pump motor

powering its steering system, the need for a

separate steering motor and drag links has

been eliminated, resulting in a more efficient

system with a reduction in parts and lower

maintenance costs. Combine that with

Nissan’s hydraulic load sensing valve system

which prioritizes fluid to the steering 

functions, and the result is a highly respon-

sive truck that offers optimum driving 

performance.

3+1 Performance Modes
Choose from among three pre-set performance modes, or use the 
manual mode to customize your own settings. Each pre-set mode
includes travel and lift settings that were selected to produce optimum
results, best suited for different application requirements. 

E Economy Mode

P Performance Mode

H High Performance Mode

M Manual Mode

Extended operating hours achieved with 
only slightly reduced performance.

Offers mid-range settings for normal 
performance needs.

To reach maximum desired performance.

Provides access to create customized 
performance parameters.
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Experience. Value.

Lift trucks can account for a significant portion of your facility’s

total cost of operation. To do our part in keeping these neces-

sary expenses low, Nissan Forklift has incorporated a variety of

value-driven designs in its new BX Series of 4-wheel electrics. 

To begin, the BX Series incorporates a programmable deceler-

ation feature, allowing you to set the speed at which the truck

slows down after the driver removes his foot off the accelera-

tor. Besides offering opportunities for greater efficiencies, this

unique feature offers extended brake life, for enhanced 

operational savings.

Simplified Maintenance 
The low profile battery compartment, removable side
panel, and slotted overhead guard on the BX Series sim-
plify battery checks or change-outs. A door on the BX
Series’ two-piece floorboard reveals the truck’s brake fluid
level, making daily checks a snap. Easy access is even
provided on the right side step to check and refill hydraulic
fluid.

Five Regenerative Functions
During regeneration, unused power can be circumvented back to
the battery, rather than producing potential excess heat. Each of the
BX Series’ five advanced regenerative technologies contributes to
its reduced power consumption and longer operating hours.
Besides offering energy efficient qualities, regeneration also results
in reduced wear on components for even lower costs-per-hour and
greater long-term savings.

Switchback regeneration

Foot brake regeneration

Accelerator-off regeneration

Controlled rollback regeneration

Lifting/lowering regeneration

1
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Five Regenerative Functions
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Self-Diagnostics
An integrated self-check provides truck status through its
smart LCD panel without the expense of a separate handset
tool. Its built-in test equipment module provides a fast, 
simple means to analyze the truck’s present condition. 
And with an intuitive dialogue display and accessible 
service history recording, troubleshooting is 
quicker and easier, resulting in less downtime 
and more productive working hours.

Value Driven Designs 
From the overall design of the truck down to its individual components,
plenty of thought went into the design of Nissan’s Platinum BX Series
to keep maintenance easier and operational costs down. With its
smart, simple construction, fewer serviceable components are used,
like a hydrostatic steering system powered by the brushless AC
hydraulic pump motor. And its 100% AC drive and controller system is
complete with thermal sensors for an added measure of protection for
your investment. 

To easily access the controller for inspection and preventative 
maintenance, simply remove two bolts and take off the rear panel. Even
the BX Series’ rugged, five-piece overheard guard design will help save
you money should replacement of individual components be needed.

Besides yielding impressive per-charge operating hours

while producing top level speeds, the BX Series 100% AC

system means many wearable parts have been completely

eliminated, including brushes, commutators and all but one

main contactor–not to mention a separate steering motor.

With so many maintenance items removed, major service

intervals need only occur every 1200 hours, resulting in lower

overall cost of ownership.
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Doing the math is simple when it comes to Nissan’s BX

Series … Begin the equation with a customized fit that

keeps your operator confident and comfortable through-

out a shift, then add a list of ergonomic features to 

simplify the job. Next, subtract several eliminated 

maintenance expenses. Finally, multiply your results by

the efficiency and performance to keep product 

moving for longer periods, at a faster pace. 

Your result? Only one of the most highly productive lift

trucks in your fleet.

Personalized, Powerful Performance
Nissan’s Platinum BX Series of 4-wheel electrics offers
the perfect combination of form and function, including
a tight turning radius without sacrificing comfort.
Choose from the BX Series’ three performance modes,
or tailor up to five of your own personalized programs.
With so many choices available, each model in this
expansive line up can be uniquely designed to deliver
the productivity enhancing performance just right 
for your operation.

Single Control or Dual Function Levers
Nissan’s innovative single control lever allows simultaneous lifting and
tilting operations for greater productivity. Separate levers are available
as an option. Nissan’s auto-tilt leveling system is also available for sim-
plified fork positioning and more efficient load retrieval.
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Easier Entry & Exit
A contoured design in the BX Series’ entry area combined
with its wide, removable traction step provides comfortable,
confident access to the truck. With its low profile step, 
operators will find the often repeated task of entry and exit
smoother and easier, resulting in less fatigue at the end of
their shift.

With the experience and expertise from a name

you know as quality, be confident that the 

solution you’re looking for will add up to

Nissan’s BX Series again… and again.

Nissan Forklift. Experience the difference.

Exclusive Optiview Mast
Available on all BX Series cushion models, this unique design offers a 50% wider
sight line, resulting in improved load handling capabilities that contribute towards
greater productivity.

Flex-Logic Control
With this unique feature, the speed with
which the operator depresses the 
accelerator pedal determines the lift
truck’s acceleration rate, resulting in more
precise handling. Select from a 
predetermined range to reflect the most
appropriate sensitivity based on 
application needs. With Flex-Logic, faster
acceleration is available for long distance
operations, versus slower acceleration for
tighter maneuvering and final approach.
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On-board self-diagnostics S
Self-check system S
3+1 performance modes (Economy, Performance, High Performance, Manual) S
Security PIN access S
UL “ES” safety rating* S
AC TECH inverter motor control S
Flex-logic acceleration control S
5-mode regenerative braking S
Automatic programmable deceleration S
Foot applied parking brake with warning alarm S
Auto mast lock S
Optiview three-stage mast* O
Precise AC TECH controlled hydraulics S
Hydraulic load sensing valve system S
Single lift/tilt control lever S
Seperate lift and tilt control levers O
Auto-tilt leveling function O
On-demand hydrostatic power steering S
Small diameter steering wheel S
Spinner knob O
OHG-mounted headlights S
Rear combination lights O
Rear work light O
Warning alarms: back-up, seat belt and parking brake S
Multi-function LCD meter panel S
Higher/lower overhead guard heights* O
Battery compartment rollers* O
-31°F (-35°C) protection* O

Main Specifications

Standard Option OS

Vehicle Management

Powertrain

Brake

Mast

Hydraulic System

Steering System

Operator Conveniences

Battery
Freezer Package

Short Model Codes BXP30L  BXP35L  BXP40L  BXP50L

Capacity (lbs) 3,000 3,500 4,000 5,000
Voltage 48 48 48 48
Max Travel Speed–loaded/empty (mph) 9.9 / 10.9 9.9 / 10.9 9.3 / 10.6 9.3 / 10.6
Max Lift Speed–loaded/empty (fpm) 85.6 / 126.0 76.8 / 126.0 75.8 / 119.1 67.9 / 119.1
Min Outside Turning Radius (in) 77.6 77.6 84.3 84.3
Overhead Guard Height (in) 83.5 83.5 89.6 89.6

Short Model Codes BXP30  BXP35  BXP40  BXP50

Capacity (lbs) 3,000 3,500 4,000 5,000
Voltage 48 48 48 48
Max Travel Speed–loaded/empty (mph) 9.9 / 11.2 9.9 / 10.9 9.3 / 10.6 9.3 / 10.6
Max Lift Speed–loaded/empty (fpm) 85.6 / 126.0 76.8 / 126.0 75.8 / 119.1 67.9 / 119.1
Min Outside Turning Radius (in) 68.9 70.1 77.2 78.7
Overhead Guard Height (in) 83.5 83.5 83.5 83.5

*Available on BX Series cushion models only. Optional U.L. “EE” rating is available on cushion models only.

Pneumatic Series - Long Wheelbase ModelsPneumatic Series - Standard Wheelbase Models

Short Model Codes BXC30  BXC35  BXC40  BXC50 BXC50L BXC60 BXC80

Capacity (lbs) 3,000 3,500 4,000 5,000 5,000 6,000 8,000
Voltage 36 / 48 36 / 48 36 / 48 36 / 48 36 / 48 36 / 48 36 / 48
Max Travel Speed–loaded/empty (mph) 9.0 / 10.6 9.0 / 10.3 10.3 / 10.6 9.3 / 10.6 9.3 / 10.6 8.7 / 9.3 7.8 / 9.0
Max Lift Speed - loaded 36/48 Volt (fpm) 66.0 / 85.7 59.1 / 76.8 69.0 / 75.8 63.0 / 67.9 63.0 / 67.9 50.2 / 55.1 43.3 / 46.3
Max Lift Speed - empty 36/48 Volt (fpm) 105.3 / 126.0 105.3 / 126.0 108.3 / 119.1 108.3 / 119.1 108.3 / 119.1 92.5 / 101.4 77.8 / 84.7
Min Outside Turning Radius (in) 70.9 70.9 72.6 73.8 78.9 81.1 88.4
Overhead Guard Height (in) 86.2 86.2 87.4 87.4 87.4 87.4 87.4

Cushion Series

BX Platinum Series - Standard & Option Availability


